A PERFECT CONNECTION:
Optimal plant design – first-class automation

The architect of your visions

www.zeppelin-systems.com
The mixing room expert Zeppelin enjoys an outstanding reputation within the industry. Our job as architects is simple: Nothing but the very best for our customers.

Demanding fields such as automation technology set the course for your success. This is why we have chosen an affiliate who is considered one of the best in the industry.

The decisive advantage for you: The plant engineers work hand in hand with automation experts from the very beginning. Your plant will go into operation faster, at a lower cost and without interface losses.

You would continue to benefit from Zeppelin’s philosophy and you will remain independent when selecting your individual process components. We rely on Siemens standard tools – you benefit from premium quality, a system customized by your partner of choice and still remain independent when selecting your system support. The Zeppelin experts will naturally provide assistance whenever you need it.

We know what’s important to you because we are the experts in elaborating automation solutions for demanding process technology tasks. Customized system solutions tailored to your needs. Lean, open architecture, tried and tested – outstanding technology at a fair price.

With Zeppelin’s system solutions you can rely on highest expertise in plants and processes as well as the innovative control technology. Two strong partners – unique advantages for you.

Accurate, reliable, flexible – and most of all tried and tested throughout the industry. You are in good hands with our cooperation partner’s automation technology specially designed for the rubber industry.

Worldwide innovation
Get all relevant plant information via an app on your mobile device. This way, you always know how your plant performs. Transparency at its best!
Specially designed for weighing and mixing - Zeppelin system solutions:

- Polymer weighing and feeding controls
- Carbon black, silica weighing and discharging controls
- Chemicals and liquid control systems
- Complete mixer controls including auxiliaries
- Recipe management
- Production scheduling
- Diagnostics
- Production reporting
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